We studied in tight-binding approximation involving sp ν hybridization (ν=2,3), some Si2Cn (n=3 to 42) microclusters. We then investigated, on one hand, fragments of fullerene-like structures (sp 2 ) , and on the other hand, nanodiamonds (sp 3 ) of adamantane-type or a 44-atom nanodiamond (with 2 inner atoms which are assumed to play the role of bulk atoms).We compared the stabilities, i.e. the electronic energies of these clusters, according to the various positions of the 2 Si atoms.Results are very different in the two kinds of hybridization. Besides, they can be analysed according to two different points of view: either the clusters are considered as small particles with limited sizes, or they are assumed to be used as models in order to simulate the Si-atom behaviour in very larger systems. In sp 2 hybridization (fullerene-like geometries), the most stable isomer is always encountered when the 2 Si atoms build a Si2 group, and this result holds for both viewpoints quoted above.Conversely, in sp 3 hybridization (nanodiamonds), since Si atoms "prefer" sites having the minimum connectivity , they are never found in adjacent sites. We see that with a simple and fast computational method we can explain an experimental fact which is very interesting such as the relative position of two heteroatoms in the cluster. This enhances the generality and the fecondity in the tight binding approximation due essentially to the link between this model and the graph theory, link based on the topology of the clusters. In mixed silicon-carbon nanoclusters as those generated in a laser vaporization source [1] , an interessant question can be asked: do the silicon atoms "prefer" to be adjacent, or isolated as in linear SiCnSi chains? Some studies on Si2C58 heterofullerenes lead to think that silicon atoms seem to "prefer" to be adjacent rather than isolated in the carbon "network" [2, 3] .
I.Introduction
Silicon carbides are generally encountered as industrial materials known for applications in hightemperature ceramics or semi-conductors. Silicon carbide microclusters are produced in many experiments : SIMS (secondary ionic mass spectrometry), SSMS (spark source mass spectrometry), LAMMA (laser microprobe mass analysis), etc. They can be also found in interstellar or circumstellar space.
In mixed silicon-carbon nanoclusters as those generated in a laser vaporization source [1] , an interessant question can be asked: do the silicon atoms "prefer" to be adjacent, or isolated as in linear SiCnSi chains? Some studies on Si2C58 heterofullerenes lead to think that silicon atoms seem to "prefer" to be adjacent rather than isolated in the carbon "network" [2, 3] .
Carbon and silicon belong to the same column IV-B of the periodic table. However, their structures in the solid state are different. Carbon indeed can be found in several allotropic varieties such as diamond, graphite, or linear chains observed in the interstellar space such as molecules HC n N (carbyne phase [4] ) whereas silicon is always found in three-dimensional systems.
In mixed silicon-carbon Si p C n nanoclusters, we previously pointed out that experimental results show a progressive transition from a carbon-type behaviour (with enhancement of C n + ion currents for odd n: SSMS [5] ) to a silicon-type behaviour (in which the Si p + ion currents are maximum for even p) in proportion as the silicon richness is growing in the clusters [6] . It can be derived from the above results that in ions such as Si C n + or Si 2 C n + , silicon follows the behaviour of carbon atoms and adopts their structures and conversely in silicon-rich ions as Si 3 C n + or Si 4 C n + , carbon atoms behave as silicon atoms.
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Many studies have been carried out on very small species such as SiC 3 and Si 2 C 2 using ab initio methods [7] , or Si p C n (n+p<6) from both experimental and theoretical points of view [6, [8] [9] , in order to determine the structure and geometries of the clusters.
So, the remaining question is: in Si p C n microclusters (especially fullerenes) , do the silicon atoms « prefer » to be adjacent, or « isolated » as in linear SiC n Si chains [7, 9] ?Is it possible with the tight binding approximation to answer this question on the relative positions of two heteroatoms? The results reminded above are about fullerenes, therefore essentially the sp 2 hybridization as we will see it. But, what about the position of Si pairs in the sp 3 hybridization, i.e. in a cubic diamond structure? In this aim, we studied some Si 2 C n (n=3 to 42) microclusters in tight-binding approximation involving sp ν hybridization (ν=2,3),
We first present the calculation method, then the various kinds of geometries. For every shape of cluster, we determined the position of the 2 silicon atoms which leads to the largest stability.
Moreover, the cases of larger clusters are also used to simulate the behaviour of 2 silicon atoms embedded in the bulk and consequently to find the preferential positions of 2 impurity atoms in a carbon matrix.
II. Fundamental assumptions of the tight binding approximation with hybridization
This calculation method was initially built for covalent solids with carbon atoms in sp 3 hybridization (cubic diamond lattice). We made this model suitable for finite systems such as microclusters of group IV-B elements with possibly including heteroatoms, in the other kinds of hybridization, sp and sp 2 . In these last cases, the π bonds are separately treated in the « usual » Hückel approximation (cf Appendix).
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Let us recall the main hypotheses. We only consider the four valence atomic orbitals (AO) (2s, 2p i for C, 3s, 3p i for Si, i=x,y,z). The partition of the hamiltonian is valid since we are in the " one-electron approximation ", and leads to two independant hamiltonians : sp hamiltonian and π hamiltonian. The hamiltonians are given in the Appendix.
The σ or sp hamiltonian describes the skeleton of the cluster bonds. In the following, the clusters are named after the skeletons of the corresponding hydrocarbons (the name of which are detailed in Streitwieser [10] ), but the clusters do not include any hydrogen atom ; they are built only with carbon atoms and doped with two silicon atoms as heteroatoms. Hydrogen atoms of the hydrocarbons are then here replaced by « dangling bonds ».
The π hamiltonian is dealing with delocalized electrons: π AOs are perpendicular to the molecular plane if it is a 2D-molecule (however pieces of fullerenes are not actually planar molecules because of the presence of pentagons, but we consider them as if they were of planar-type ones) or to the molecular backbone if it is a linear one in sp hybridization.
The electronic energie of a cluster is deduced by diagonalizing the hamiltonians and filling in the energy levels with all the valence electrons. The origin of the energies is taken as usual at the « vacuum level ».
However, an important restriction has to be brought: in our model indeed, neither the repulsive energies between the nuclei nor the dielectronic correlations are clearly taken into account. In fact, averaged values of these contributions are included in the parameters of the model such as β σ or β π , the usual resonance integrals (Appendix) used in the hamiltonians. Nevertheless, the results of our calculations are validated by comparison to the results of ab initio calculations on some very small clusters.
Due to this restriction, in order to determine which clusters are the most stable ones for a given number of atoms n, we are only able to compare the electronic energies of clusters with the same number of bonds.
II. 3.The silicon atoms are assumed to be in the same hybridization as the surrounding carbon atoms.
The assumption is supported by the experimental results we recalled above in introduction since we are dealing with Si 2 C n nanoclusters, that is with few silicon atoms.
As a summary, we used a semi-empirical method which is validated by the comparison with ab default, that is a disinclination of 60° ; it is indeed impossible to cover a plane only with pentagons.
It is known that twelve pentagons among several hexagons, are enough to give a complete sphere (Euler theorem [12] ).
Therefore, the clusters which we studied are not really flat, so that the atoms are not in pure sp 2 hybridization, but have a partial sp 3 character. Let us recall that calculation shows that C 60 has about ten per cent of sp 3 character [13] . However, our calculation method is built with the above approximations. Besides, the tight binding approximation, derived from the Hückel theory, is a topological-type method connected with graph theory, which only deals with the bonding between first-neighbour atoms, but neither with the bond lengths nor with the bond angles. This relationship have already been pointed out by Wang et al [11] in their studies on geometry of small metal clusters: they show a close connection between the stability of a cluster and its topology. In our case, it is a little more complicated due to the presence of s and p electrons.
Accordingly, it does not seem necessary to take into account the defaults in the flatness of the clusters only constituted of fragments of fullerenes. And we shall assume that all the atoms including silicon atoms are in sp 2 hybridization.
Sandré and Cyrot-Lackman [14] have built a tight-binding method using only p z AOs (equivalent to our π orbitals) in order to take into account the bending of the hexagon planes in the calculation of carbon nanotube structures. In our case, the clusters are small enough to neglect the bending induced by the presence of one or two pentagons. Besides, since we are studying clusters in sp 2 or sp 3 , we have to use 4 AOs per atom as written above, without restricting ourselves to the π orbitals.
We dealt with clusters of various sizes in sp 2 , especially Si 2 C 14 , fragments of fullerene such as .
III.2 .Nanodiamonds
We investigated as nanodiamonds, clusters in sp 3 hybridization, i.e with the structure of the cubic diamond lattice. The smallest one is:
• adamantane Si 2 C 8 which we used as a unit block to build some bigger clusters ( Fig.2) • "double adamantane" Si 2 C 12 ,
• "triple adamantane" Si 2 C 16 .
However, since these clusters only contain "surface atoms" with many dangling bonds, we also built
• a 44-atom nanodiamond Si 2 C 42 , deduced from the Chelikowsky 35-atom cluster [16] by adding atoms in order to have 2 inner atoms (instead of one in the 35-atom cluster) able to play the role of bulk-atoms.
We studied all these aggregates from 2 points of view:
-their general stability, i:e:
1. where, in a given cluster, the Si atoms are preferentially found ? Are they in firstneighbour sites, that is: are they adjacent, or second-or third-neighbour sites ?
2. what is the most stable shape for a given number of atoms in the clusters, and for a given number of bonds?
-as model for larger clusters in a fullerene or in diamond lattice, are the Si atoms rather adjacent or not?
For every cluster, the hamiltonians are built according to the above hypotheses and diagonalized, which gives the energy levels; electronic energy of the cluster is obtained by summing the energies of the occupied levels. Comparison of clusters of given atom numbers having
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the same bond numbers enables us to avoid taking into account the nuclear repulsion energy.
IV.Results
IV.1. Stabilities and simulation of the bulk
The results are shown for fullerene-like clusters in figures 1 to 3 and for the nanodiamonds in figure   4 . We have then considered clusters Si 2 C n with n going from 3 to 28 in sp 2 or from 8 to 42 in sp 3 hybridization, with various shapes, and we have been able to draw some simple rules.
IV. 1.1.Hybridization sp 2 The first results shown in figures 1 a, b, c, d, and e, are the following, in all cases except for n=20 (a), the 2 silicon atoms are neighbours and on external sites of the cluster. This generalizes our results on silicon atoms for XC n clusters [17] following which if the heteroatom X is less electronegative than the carbon (case of Si), the X atom is preferentially found on the site with minimum connnectivity, i.e.with a minimum number of bonds suitable with the shape of the cluster, while if X is more electronegative than C (as is the case of N for example), the heteroatom X is found on sites with a maximum connectivity (3 in the sp 2 hybridization)
.
Moreover, when the cluster includes at least one pentagon within a set of condensed-rings, the 2 atoms of silicon are found on the 2 neighbouring apices of the pentagon, except when the pentagon has only one or no apex with a dangling bond as is the case for : n=11 (b), 13 (b), 14 (f,g), 16 (a), 18
(b,c), 20 (a) et 28 (a,b). In the latter cases, the Si atom is found on an hexagon with an apex linked to a dangling bond.
Furthermore, the clusters containing one pentagon are often more stable than the clusters without
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one, on condition that this pentagon is not completely embedded within the cluster. This may be clearly understood by the fact, already noticed above, that the bonding angle of 108° in the pentagon which is very close to the angle of sp 3 hybrids. This may be called the « pentagon rule ».
Indeed,in figures 1, the shape n=11 (a) (pentanaphtalene) which contains one external pentagon is more stable than the perinaphtenyle (c) which has 3 condensed hexagons. But, the shape (b)
though it contains one pentagon, is the less stable within a,b,c because the pentagon is embedded within the cluster and has only one free apex which prevents it from placing the 2 Si atoms in the pentagon. This last feature explains why the Si atoms cannot be found on this pentagon. Finally, the clusters with at least one pentagon are the more stable if the two Si atoms can be placed in it, thus if the pentagon contains at least two free apices. This is the case of n=18 (a).
In the particular case n=20 (a), each Si atom is found on the free apex of the pentagons, which leads to a very symmetrical shape. This may explain that the cluster n=20 (a) with 2 Si atoms far from each other is more stable than the shape (b) with neighbouring Si and with a lower symmetry order.
In the other particular case of bicyclic molecules, we observe that the more stable the cluster is, the less dissymetrical it is: indeed for n=9, the shape (a) (cycles 6/7) is more stable than the shape (b) (5/8) though 2 Si atoms are present in the pentagon.This is an exception to the « pentagon rule ».
IV.1.2. Hybridization sp 3
In the case of nanodiamonds, figure 2 shows the adamantane and the two clusters containing 2 then 3 adamantane groupments and the clusters with 44 atoms in which the positions of the Si atoms correspond to the most stable clusters. We see that these latter are always on the outer apices which have the greatest number of dangling bonds. Such apices are never adjacent. Thus for the pair of second neighbours 9/7 (which corresponds to the dotted path 9-8-7 in Fig.3 ), the energy |E 2 | is lower of a value of 0.79 eV to that of |E 1 | which is the energy of first neighbours pairs 9/8. The difference is even larger for the energy of the pair 9/8 compared to that of third neighbours 9/1 (with the path 9-8-7-1) or 9/16 (with the path 9-8-7-16). The ∆E i (in bold ) are then positive, which indicates that the pair of first neighbours 9/8 corresponds to the most stable cluster.
In the tables the values of ∆E i corresponding to a maximum of stability for the first neighbours positions are written in bold. We observe a few exceptions for which the ∆E i (in italic) are negative, but only for the third neighbours positions, for example for the pairs 2/8 or 10/7. In each
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of these cases, the Si atoms are in an hexagon on opposite sites; this may explain, for reasons of symmetry, a larger stability in this particular case.
For Wakabayashi cluster, we can conclude from this study that the pair 9/8 (energy in bold underlined ) gives the largest stability for all investigated combinations. Straighforwardly, we have the largest probability to have two adjacent Si atoms on the edge of one hexagon joining two opposite apices of the pentagons in the cluster.
The same study is made for the half fullerene (Table 2 ) from the positions 3, 2 and 1. It shows that in all cases, the ∆E i are positive, therefore that the cluster is more stable when the two Si atoms are first neighbours. The largest energy (bold underlined) corresponds to the pair 3/12 which is, as in the last case on the edge of an hexagon joining two pentagons.
In Table 3 is the case of "ovalene" Si 2 C 30 in order to simulate a part of graphene. (One may remark that ovalene may be deduced from the Wakabayashi cluster by replacing the 2 pentagons by 2 hexagons). The origin positions are in 1, 2 or 3. We observe that in most of the cases, indeed, the ovalene is more stable for two first neighbours Si atoms. The only third neighbours pairs which give negative ∆E 3 correspond to opposite Si atoms on an hexagon for example 2/5, or 3/6 or 1/4. The largest stability is obtained for the position 2/3.
Finally, it is only in the case of the half fullerene that the two Si atoms always give a larger stability for first neighbours pairs. For Wakabayashi cluster where the pentagons are external to the cluster and even more in the case of ovalene (with no pentagon), given third neighbours pairs may be more stable than first neighbours ones. Nevertheless, even in these last two cases, the position with the largest stability is one pair of Si atoms in first neighbour positions. Because of the small size of the nanodiamonds which has been studied here (see figure 4) , there are few positions corresponding to saturated atoms. This reduces the number of pairs that we may study as many atoms have only 3 saturated bonds and one dangling bond. We took as origin the sites 7 (more internal atom) and 5. Following Table 4 , we see that in all cases, the second neighbours pairs
give the largest stability. Thus, for 7/16 ou 7/19. Therefore the Si atoms are never first neighbours in the sp3 hybridization.
Let us remark, that we studied also fullerene clusters in a mixed hybridization with the Si atoms in sp 3 in a set of carbon atoms in sp 2 . This leads to adding two dangling bonds to the system. The electronic energies are smaller than in a calculation in pure sp 2 hybridization, but the positions giving the most stable clusters remain the same ones. This shows that it is the general topology of the cluster which plays the leading role: fullerene type geometry or cubic diamond geometry.
V.Conclusion
In our study, we used a tight-binding method taking hybridization into account, in order to consider the first steps of formation of fullerenes or nanodiamonds containing silicon atoms as impurities.
First, for the stabilities of the aggregates, one important result in sp 2 is that, if there is one pentagon among an assembly of " condensed-rings ", the clusters are more stable, and the 2 Si atoms are preferentially encountered on the edge of a hexagon placed between 2 pentagons. This agrees with the "pentagon rule" we pointed out in the study of the XC n clusters [17] which showed that if the heteroatom such as Si is less electronegative than C, it is always found in a pentagon except if there is no dangling bond on the pentagon; in this last case the Si atom is in a hexagon with at least one dangling bond on its apices. In the present case, because we have two heteroatoms which have to be
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placed, we have some exceptions to the « pentagon rule ».
In sp 3 hybridization, clusters are the most stable ones when the Si atoms are placed on sites with the minimum connectivity.
Second, when large clusters (of 30, 32 or 44 atoms) in sp 2 or sp 3 are assumed to simulate larger systems, we found that in sp 2 , the 2 silicon atoms are always in first-neighbour sites, especially when these sites belong to pentagons.
Conversely, in sp 3 , there are never Si 2 pairs, but rather Si-Si in second-neighbour sites and preferentially in third-neighbour sites.
Finally, the general conclusion is that in sp 2 for fullerene-like clusters, we always observed the two silicon atoms in adjacent sites, whereas in sp 3 , they are always isolated.
As a general conclusion, the tight binding approximation allows one to study the formation of heterofullerenes with a close link to their topology and geometry and is a fast computational method.These results obviously can be used as a first step for more sophisticated studies such as ab initio or DFT calculations.
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-(2b. atom) - band) is g = |-2β σ + (ν + 1)Δ σ | (for IVB elements) and β σ can be derived from the values of g (5.33 eV for C, 1.14 for Si).
2) Hamiltonian of π bonds:
with | i > : π orbital centered on atom i,β π : hopping integral for π levels.
The β π value for C was chosen in order to get the correct positions of C 2 energy levels in comparison to the results of the Verhaegen's ab initio calculation [18] .
We need only 3 parameters:β σ , β π , and Δ σ for the homonuclear model which represent in fact the average potential V(r) and which take into account the nuclear attraction and the dielectronic interactions [19] . But due to the fact that we only take into account on average the nuclear and dielectronic interactions, we can only compare clusters with the same number of atoms and the same number of bonds. On top of figure A2 , we show the triple adamantane in the sp 3 hybridization; therefore there are only sp or σ levels. We may see a flant band of p levels for the energy E p (C) (here 5) and another one ( with 2 levels ) for the energy E p (Si). Indeed, it is an heterocluster, which number of atoms is linked to the number of dangling bonds ). We showed that for an homonuclear cluster, the number of p levels in the flat band E p is N c -n+s a , where N c (here 24) is the number of dangling bonds in the cluster with N c =(ν-1)n+2(1-c) in hybridization sp ν ,c is the number of independent cycles in the molecules (here 7) and s a the number of saturated atoms that is with no dangling bond. Multiple levels also appear for the values |Ep|+|βσ| (C) = 17.77 eV et |Ep|-|βσ| (C) = 3.71 eV.
On the bottom of figure A2 , we showed the case of Si 2 C 16 shape (b) in sp 2 hybridization . The sp levels are represented by the black lines and the π levels by dotted lines, on each side of the energy E p . There is no more flat band of sp levels for the energy E p because there are less cut bonds.
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